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ABSTRACT
PROCEDURAL GENERATION OF ROAD NETWORKS
FOR LARGE VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENTS
Craig Martek
Department of Computer Science
Master of Science
Much work has been done in recent years involving the generation of virtual
landscapes, namely for applications in video games and movies. Some recent
video games feature worlds upwards of 400 mi2, and they continue to expand.
Manual design of these landscapes can be extremely time consuming. How-
ever, recent approaches have shown that reasonable scenes could potentially be
generated procedurally with little to no input from a human designer. Many
of the individual pieces necessary for generating a large, complex terrain pop-
ulated with cities have been investigated, but efforts to piece them together
have been minimal so far. A system is presented to build a reasonable hierar-
chical road network when provided with positional and size information about
cities as well as a map of the terrain. Experiments are included to compare
this system to existing real world road networks in the United States.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Procedural worlds
As virtual worlds increase in size and complexity, generating them manually
becomes very complicated and time-consuming. As shown in Fig. 1.1, video
game maps have been expanding rapidly in recent years. Procedural world
generation aims to solve this problem by creating these worlds with only minor
external input. Terrain, buildings, city roads, and even entire cities have
been generated in this fashion. Both the terrain [2] and city [3] levels of the
procedural world generation problem have been thoroughly investigated.
Terrain generation can be divided into a number of subproblems. The land
itself must be generated, along with water features and vegetation. Land is
typically created by generating a heightmap, a map that contains an elevation
value for each point. This generation is usually done with some form of fractal
noise as a base. The models can be further improved by simulating erosion
and other natural processes. Heightmaps in their basic form cannot represent
some types of terrain features like caves, however. This is addressed in some
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recent works like that of [4], which presents a volumetric structure for storing
terrain data.
City generation is also a multiple stage problem. With many approaches,
the first step is identifying where to place buildings. This is typically done
by laying out a network of roads and identifying plots sectioned off by the
network. In the most simple forms, building footprints can be placed in these
lots and random heights used to generate monolithic structures. In some more
complex methods, the buildings themselves can be procedurally generated in
a number of fashions. Some approaches are even more complex like that of
[5], which simulates a city’s expansion over time.
1.2 Procedural roads
Specifically relevant to the global road network problem is the problem of
generating networks of roads within a single city. In [6], tensor fields are inter-
actively created and edited to design the road network. This is done in three
stages. In the first, the user designs some base tensor fields with a drawing
interface. Next, the street graph is created by using the hyperstreamlines of
this tensor field. Finally, the graph is used to create a full three-dimensional
model of the city. This method is able to create both grid and radial patterns,
and can also generate roads following natural barriers.
A grammar-based system called an L-system is used in [7] to generate a city
network of roads. L-systems are a recursive string rewriting system in which a
set of rules is defined to modify some start string. In this approach L-systems
are used to create a generic template for the road, which is then modified with
respect to some goals such as population density and general overall patterns.
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The template is also checked by a set of constraints to ensure that no invalid
roads are generated. This approach is able to effectively handle changes in the
parameters, even the general pattern used to guide the generation.
The work presented in [8] first generates a set of primary roads, which
are filled in with secondary roads to create city blocks in a manner similar to
that of [7]. Each road is created with a high level graph representing control
nodes, or a general path to which a road should adhere. A lower level graph
is then computed that adapts to both the control nodes of the higher level
graph and changes in the environment. In this work, these adaptations only
take elevation into account. Once the major roads are created, secondary
roads expand inwards from the containing cells using an L-system with a
number of user-defined parameters. Some of the ideas used in these city-
level approaches can be applied to large scale road networks, particularly the
common distinction between major and minor roads.
Another road generation system is described in [9]. Instead of typical city
roads, however, this method generates roads similar to those found in the
informal settlements of South Africa. These settlements grow on unused land
near industrial zones, and so roads tend to be placed where they are most
beneficial. Voronoi diagrams are used to generate the major road pattern with
centers that are random, regular, or generated by an L-system. L-systems are
also investigated as minor road generators and compared to simple subdivision
with noise. When compared to real world examples, the subdivision with noise
seems to perform best as a minor road generation method. This appears to
indicate that minor roads develop along simple patterns, or at least in this
context.
Some of the approaches for road networks across larger terrain involve some
3
Figure 1.1: Comparison of large video game worlds from [1]
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interaction with or significant input from a user. In [10], features and terrain
are first sketched by a user and then fit procedurally into the surrounding
map. The landscape and elevation are designed using a colored grid, while
roads and other smaller features are created with standard drawing tools.
Changes to the world around these features can cause the features themselves
to be automatically modified. This system produces particularly good results
with a moderate amount of direction.
In [11], the roads and rivers are generated from vector data provided to
the system. The world can be edited by the user, which in turn modifies these
underlying vector structures. Quadtrees form the underlying storage for this
approach, making updates to the map efficient. A template based system is
devised in [12], in which the user can divide the map into regions and for
each choose what template will be used to generate the contained roads. The
system attempts to split each of the regions into approximately equal chunks
based on the population density of the area.
Generating an optimal single road across three-dimensional terrain can
generally be considered a weighted shortest path problem, where weights can
include aspects such as slope, terrain features, and population density. The
cost is usually considered to be anisotropic, meaning that it is dependent on
both position and direction. The problem is also generally considered on a
continuous domain and has to be discretized in some fashion before it can be
solved. The approach proposed in [13] first constructs a uniform grid out of
the map and computes discrete paths across this grid. Local shifts are then
performed on this path, as the original path may not be an optimal one.
A three-dimensional version of the anisotropic shortest path problem is
considered in [14]. The approach here considers a polyhedral surface divided
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into triangles, with each triangle having some weight. The cost function used
is simply the distance traveled across a face multiplied by the triangle’s weight.
Instead of a simple grid, the triangles are discretized based on Steiner points.
The graph used for generating the shortest path is based on these Steiner
points. This is a particularly attractive solution for shortest path across virtual
terrain, which is typically represented and drawn as a set of triangles.
Many different approaches to procedurally generating roads for a single
city have been developed, but this is only one piece of the world generation
problem. Modern video games can contain a multitude of cities, all of which
should be connected by a network of roads. It also stands to reason that other
procedural worlds with a set of cities should have a road network connecting
them. Generation of road networks from the ground up has not been thor-
oughly investigated, as in real-world applications many of the roads already
exist. Some research does exist, however, such as the work presented in [15]
which aims to generate a network of rural roads. To do this, a greedy random-
ized adaptive search procedure, or GRASP, is used on the obvious underlying
graph representation. The system seeks to maximize both connectivity and
efficiency with this algorithm. However, this only produces the towns that
should be linked, and would require more complete calculation of the shortest
paths between each pair of towns.
Another prevalent issue with constructing road networks is optimizing their
traffic flow. On a good road network, passengers should be able to get from
their origin to their destination with minimal traffic. One study of freeway
congestion pinpointed inefficient operation as the root cause of congestion is-
sues [16]. Ramp metering, the process of controlling entry onto freeways, is
one popular answer to this problem. This method was combined with vari-
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able speed limits in [17] and showed decent improvements over networks with
no flow control systems. Flow control can also be used to evaluate a road
network. The capacity reliability approach presented in [18] uses a method
based on network flow to define a performance measure that includes travel
time reliability, connectivity reliability, and uncertainty analysis. This partic-
ular problem is out of the scope of this work, but integration with procedural
modeling methods could certainly improve the effectiveness of the results.
The problem of road generation for virtual environments is a relatively
recent problem, so a new system is presented here to create these networks. A
recently devised shortest path algorithm is combined with minimum spanning
trees and rapidly expanding random trees, along with the use of a population
metric. This system produces road networks that appear more realistic and
correspond to roads in real world examples more closely than other methods
like the template system in [12].
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Chapter 2
Shortest Path Algorithm
The problem of procedurally generating reasonable roads over given terrain has
been recently investigated in [19]. This paper presents a method for generating
the shortest viable road between two arbitrary points of some input scene.
Many conditions must be satisfied for a road to be viable, so a simple shortest
path algorithm is not sufficient. Here an anisotropic shortest path algorithm
is devised, meaning that the cost function used depends on the first (p′) and
second (p′′) derivatives in addition to position (p). In the continuous sense,
this cost function is represented as:
C(ρ) =
∫ T
0
c(p(t), p′(t), p′′(t))dt (2.1)
where ρ is a function mapping [0, T ] to a path between the two specified
points. Because of the complexity of this problem, a discrete approximation
is used instead. The region is divided into a grid of points in which one
point is connected to any other point within some distance instead of just
those adjacent to it. This mask, Mk is defined as the set of all points (i, j) ∈
[−k, k]2, GCD(i, j) = 1 connected to the origin (0,0). Once this graph is built,
an A∗ search is employed to find the actual shortest path. In this search, the
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heuristic used is the straight line distance between the two points.
The cost functions defined in [19] are also quite useful. The overall cost
function is defined as:
c(p, p′, p′′) =
i=n−1∑
i=0
µi ◦ κi(p, p′, p′′) (2.2)
where κ is a set of functions evaluating different properties of the terrain and µ
is a set of functions that weight the influences of each aspect of the evaluation
functions. The characteristics used in this approach are slope, water depth,
curvature, and amount of vegetation. For example, the curvature function
could be defined as the radius of curvature at a point p:
c(p, p′, p′′) =
|1 + p′2|3/2
|p′′| (2.3)
The transfer function of this function could simply be the inverse, indicat-
ing that smaller radii implicate a higher cost for the road. Other parameters
are even simpler; slope could be defined as the change in slope between two
points, and vegetation as the density of vegetation at a particular point. Trans-
fer functions for these could be as straightforward as a linear function with
some maximum value, as higher numbers for either of these parameters in-
dicate higher cost for that particular point. Additional functions allow this
system to handle bridges and tunnels.
Once the shortest path is found, it is first segmented into piecewise clothoid
splines in order to smooth it out. These splines are then segmented and labeled
as road, tunnel, or bridge to indicate the type of graphics that should be
used. Finally, any terrain modifications necessary to create these surfaces,
such as leveling ground or removing vegetation, are performed and the roads
themselves are created by modeling them as clothoid splines. A clothoid spline,
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also known as a Euler spiral, is simply a curve for which the curvature is
linearly proportional to its arclength. These splines are particularly useful for
modeling roads, as they help to eliminate problems caused by centripetal force.
The points generated as a path for each road are used as the control points
for that road’s spline, creating a realistic and efficient road.
10
Chapter 3
Approach
3.1 Overview
The system constructed here builds a network of major and minor roads given
at minimum some set of cities and an elevation map. This provides a virtual
terrain with a convincing set of paths that could be used to create three-
dimensional road geometry. Water, foliage, and population information can
also be included if it is desired that they have some influence on the shortest
path algorithm.
The purpose of any road network is to provide an efficient means of trans-
portation between population centers at a low cost. Although roads vary in
size and type, they can be divided at a high level into two categories: ma-
jor roads and minor roads. Interstates and large highways are good examples
of major roads. Their primary goal is to connect the larger concentrations
of population, namely large cities. Minor roads are the other highways and
smaller roads. Their purpose is to connect to the smaller cities and towns and
feed the major roads.
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3.2 Shortest Path
This method is built primarily off of the discretized anisotropic shortest path
algorithm presented in [19]. For the large scale problem of generating a road
network, parts of this can be simplified. A single pixel could represent a very
large candidate area, so curvature constraints are not necessary. Instead of user
defined scaling functions, a simple linear scale is used for each of the other cost
functions based on a maximum value specified by the user. Population was
added as an additional cost function. To achieve an attracting effect on a road,
the population at a point can reduce the cost of a road going through it.
One additional modification was made in order to allow for parallel searches.
A thread-safe variable containing the minimum cost value for a road in the cur-
rent search is maintained along with the A∗ search so as to prune any roads
that might overshoot that cost. When adding a new point to the priority
queue, if the overall cost to that point is greater than the minimum cost value,
the cost associated with that point is set to infinity. This effectively ignores
any path that might include that point. If the search returns without reaching
the goal point, no path exists below that cost requirement.
3.3 Major Roads
Major roads are generally more costly, and therefore tend to connect only
major cities. In this approach, a modified version of Prim’s algorithm is used
to build the minimum spanning tree across the major cities. The parallelized
algorithm works as follows:
1. Select a random major city as the start of the tree.
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2. Calculate the shortest path from every city not currently into the tree
to a city in the tree. The minimum cost variable is used here to keep
track of the lowest cost road found so far, in order to avoid unnecessary
searches.
3. Add the road and city with the shortest path into the tree.
4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 until all major cities exist in the tree.
Further detail can be found in Algorithm 1. In addition to the elevation,
water height, and foliage cost functions, an optional population cost function
was included. Each point on the grid can have a population, typically associ-
ated with a nearby city. If there is population at a point, the cost of a road
passing through it is reduced by some weighted amount. This has the effect of
pulling the major roads towards the minor cities if they pass close enough. If
a major road happens to pass through a minor city through this process, it is
marked as part of the tree. This effect can be seen in Fig. 3.1. No population
weight was used to generate the roads in Fig. 3.1a, so the placement of the
minor cities has no effect on the major roads. In Fig. 3.1b, the areas where
minor cities pulled the major roads toward them have been highlighted in red.
One of these areas has been enlarged in Fig. 3.2.
3.4 Minor Roads
Two separate approaches were tested to generate the minor roads. In the first
approach, each minor city is iteratively connected to the existing road network
by finding the shortest such connection at each iteration and adding it. This
approach is efficient, but does not necessarily generate a convincing network.
13
noend 1 Minimum Spanning Tree (Major Roads)
major ← list of major cities
taken ← ∅
current ← city with minimum distance from any other city
remove current from major, add to taken
while major 6= ∅ do
minCost ←∞
minRoad ← null
for all point p ∈ current road network do
for all city c ∈ major do
if shortest path between c and p < minRoadCost then
minCost ← shortest path cost
minRoad ← shortest path
remove new city from major, add to taken
if minRoad connects to any minor cities, mark them as connected
add minRoad to road network
14
(a) No population effect
(b) Population pulling
Figure 3.1: Effect of population pulling. Affected areas highlighted in red.
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(a) Zoomed in w/o population (b) Zoomed in with population
Figure 3.2: Zoomed in area affected by population pulling. Major roads were
pulled towards the minor (blue) cities.
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The second approach uses a rapidly exploring random tree to build the
minor network of roads. Rapidly exploring random trees were introduced in
[20] as a basic path planning mechanism. The tree is constructed by selecting
points in the search space at random and connecting it to the closest point
on the existing tree. Once a maximum cost, c, and number of branches per
iteration, n, are specified, the rapidly-exploring random tree algorithm for
minor city connection works as follows (detailed more in Algorithm 2):
1. Connect any minor city where the cost of the shortest path to a point
on the network is less than c.
2. Repeat step 1 until no more cities are added. If there are no more minor
cities to add, the algorithm is done.
3. Randomly select n points on the grid where the shortest path to the
network is less than c, and add those roads to the network.
4. Repeat from step 1.
17
noend 2 Rapidly Exploring Random Tree (Minor Roads)
Require: roads, a list of all roads in the major network; maxCost, the max-
imum cost of any minor road; numRoads, the number of roads to generate
in each iteration
minor ← list of minor cities not already connected
candidate ← ∅
while minor 6= ∅ do
for all city c ∈ minor do
minRoad ← shortest path between c and any point in candidate or
actual road network
if minRoad < maxCost then
add minRoad to roads, remove from candidate
search the endpoints until a major road is found
add each of the roads in this path to roads, remove from candidate
if no cities were successfully connected to the network then
for i = 1→ numRoads do
p ← random point within maxCost from the network (including
candidate roads)
add shortest path to candidate
This tree can then be pruned to remove segments that are not part of a
connection to any of the minor cities. Doing so creates a more straightfor-
ward network, while leaving the nonessential roads makes the network appear
fuller. Fig. 3.3 demonstrates this difference using a simple pruning approach
of removing road segments that are not part of a path from a major road
segment to a minor city. This could be made more robust by using more com-
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(a) Pruned
(b) Unpruned
Figure 3.3: Pruned vs. unpruned tree
plex pruning methods. For example, with a more detailed population map,
pruning could be done by only removing roads that do not approach larger
concentraions of population.
In both the naive and RERT method, each minor road is built in a manner
similar to the major road construction. A parallel search is done over the set
of points existing on the road for the lowest cost path, using the same type of
short-circuiting if a road with a lower cost has already been found.
19
Chapter 4
Experiments and Discussion
4.1 Experiments
All experiments were run on a 2.67 GHz Core i7 (quad-core) machine with 12
GB of RAM. One set of tests was run on real world elevation data, using in-
formation from the USGS elevation web service [21] and population data from
the 2010 US Census. Other tests were run using new elevation data generated
with the L3DT software [22]. C# and the parallel language-integrated query
extension (PLINQ) were used for efficient and simple parallelization (see code
in Appendix A). In these experiments, eight threads were available for finding
the shortest-path, but it would be trivial to expand given the resources. Maps
were output as text files indicating locations of the roads as well as a graphical
map for easy viewing.
The two real world areas used for testing were an approximately 300x200
mile region consisting of most of New York and northern Pennsylvania and
a 400x200 mile region containing most of North Carolina as well as parts of
Tennessee and South Carolina. A mask value of 2 was used in the shortest
20
path computations so as to avoid large jumps between points, since the actual
distance between two adjacent points on the grid could be hundreds of meters.
The mask essentially determines how many pixels an individual road segment
can span. Major roads were generated with and without cost reduction from
population, and the naive approach was compared with various parameter sets
for the rapidly exploring random tree approach.
Both the slope and water height functions were used in the shortest path
cost function. In addition, a population function was used in some cases. Slope
was defined simply as the absolute height difference between the two points
being compared, while the water height function took the average of the water
heights at both points. If population was considered, the population of a city
was first expanded as a distribution stretching some specified distance away
from the city (in pixels). For some distance d, each pixel within d pixels of a
city c received the population:
pop(d) = pop(c) ∗
(
1
2
)distance(d,c)
(4.1)
Each of these functions were modified with a linear transfer function defined
by a maximum threshold. Any cost over that threshold then became infinite,
and no path would be considered over that point. This can be represented as,
for some cost c:
cnew =

cold
cmax
if cold < cmax
∞ otherwise
(4.2)
Each cost was then weighted and summed along with a simple distance
metric, as in Equation 2.2, to obtain the overall cost of that particular road
segment. The distance metric was necessary, as each set of points in the mask
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used in the shortest path algorithm will not necessarily be the same distance
from each other. Each of these weights and maximum values was varied in
order to determine which values produced the best results. Precision was
calculated as the percentage of generated road segments that fell within one
kilometer of a real world counterpart; recall was calculated as the percentage
of real world road segments that were within one kilometer of a generated
segment. For each region, a control network of major roads was built with a
simple minimum spanning tree across the major cities for comparison.
Specifically, every combination of the following parameters was generated:
1. Maximum slope change: 10m-90m in 20m steps (NY), 20m-70m in 10m
steps (NC)
2. Population spread (pixels): 2-5
3. Maximum population per pixel: 2000-5000
4. Slope weight: 1-3
5. Population weight: 0-3
For each data set, the most precise major road network was selected for
analysis of minor road generation. Minor roads were generated with varying
parameters for number of roads per iteration and maximum cost per seg-
ment. Twenty-five maps for each combination were generated due to the non-
deterministic nature of the rapidly exploring random tree. A control map was
also generated, in which each minor city was connected to the road network
by adding a single road with the smallest cost to an exisiting node. These
maps were compared against more maps obtained from OpenStreetMap with
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New York North Carolina
Precision Recall Precision Recall
(1 km) (1 km) (1 km) (1 km)
Control 25.5% 3.75% 19.4% 4.77%
Average 33.0% 5.28% 17.9% 4.73%
Standard deviation 5.60% 1.05% 2.48% 0.714%
Table 4.1: Control vs. average precision and recall, major roads
minor roads included. A new map was generated for each combination of the
following parameters:
1. Number of roads per iteration: 5, 10, 15, 20
2. Maximum road cost: 25, 50, 75, 100
4.2 Results
4.2.1 Major roads
The general results for precision and recall of major road generation can be
seen in Table 4.1, in which the control maps that were generated with a sim-
ple shortest path algorithm are compared with the ones generated from this
system. The major roads generated for the New York terrain map showed
significant improvement compared to their control counterpart, while the gen-
erated roads for the North Carolina data set were slightly less precise than
the control map. Recall for both sets stayed at approximately the same level
across all runs.
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Max. change Precision Standard Recall Standard
in slope (m) (1 km) deviation (1 km) deviation
10 46.6% 1.44% 4.59% 0.0834%
30 42.5% 0.570% 7.04% 0.0950%
50 30.9% 1.77% 4.94% 0.390%
70 29.1% 0.399% 4.50% 0.0502%
90 29.6% 0.497% 4.65% 0.107%
Table 4.2: Maximum slope experiment, NY data
Max. change Precision Standard Recall Standard
in slope (m) (1 km) deviation (1 km) deviation
30 19.7% 1.56% 5.23% 0.487%
40 19.4% 0.786% 5.18% 0.243%
50 19.2% 2.22% 5.10% 0.639%
60 14.4% 1.47% 3.75% 0.426%
70 16.7% 0.299% 4.39% 0.0876%
Table 4.3: Maximum slope experiment, NC data
Tables 4.2 and 4.3 show the results of changing just the maximum slope
parameter in the shortest path algorithm. Decreasing the maximum slope
noticably improved precision in the New York maps and also appeared to
boost the recall to a lesser extent. The North Carolina data set showed little
variation in both precision and recall with the exception of a dip in both when
the maximum slope change was set to 60 meters per pixel.
Tables 4.4 and 4.5 show the results of varying the population parameters
in the cost calculation method. Little variation was observed when changing
24
New York North Carolina
Population Precision Standard Recall Standard Precision Standard Recall Standard
spread (1 km) deviation (1 km) deviation (1 km) deviation (1 km) deviation
0 31.5% 6.05% 5.05% 1.14% 17.5% 1.43% 4.59% 0.467%
2 32.9% 5.72% 5.23% 1.07% 17.7% 2.46% 4.68% 0.713%
3 33.0% 5.68% 5.29% 1.07% 18.1% 2.46% 4.78% 0.702%
4 33.2% 5.61% 5.31% 1.05% 17.8% 2.52% 4.70% 0.719%
5 33.2% 5.57% 5.31% 1.05% 18.0% 2.61% 4.77% 0.753%
Table 4.4: Population spread experiment
either of these parameters in both the New York and North Carolina data sets.
4.2.2 Minor roads
The overall precision and recall results for minor roads is shown in Table 4.6.
On average, the RERT method of generation had worse precision than the
naive method, and approximately equal recall.
The effects of varying the number of roads per iteration can be seen in
Tables 4.7 and 4.8. In both data sets, changing the number of roads generated
in each iteration did not have an effect on the precision or recall.
The effects of varying the maximum cost of the roads is shown in Tables
4.9 and 4.10. In the New York data set, increasing the maximum cost of
the roads produced significantly better precision, although the recall stayed
approximately the same. Increasing the maximum cost also improved the
precision in the North Carolina data set, although to a much smaller degree.
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New York North Carolina
Maximum Precision Standard Recall Standard Precision Standard Recall Standard
population (1 km) deviation (1 km) deviation (1 km) deviation (1 km) deviation
0 31.5% 6.05% 5.05% 1.14% 17.5% 1.43% 4.59% 0.467%
2000 32.9% 5.72% 5.26% 1.04% 17.4% 2.61% 4.59% 0.764%
3000 33.0% 5.68% 5.28% 1.07% 17.7% 2.56% 4.68% 0.734%
4000 33.1% 5.26% 5.29% 1.06% 18.2% 2.41% 4.83% 0.686
5000 33.3% 5.69% 5.31% 1.07% 18.2% 2.37% 4.83% 0.675%
Table 4.5: Maximum population experiment
New York North Carolina
Precision Recall Precision Recall
(1 km) (1 km) (1 km) (1 km)
Control 52.6% 6.45% 35.4% 5.88%
Average 45.3% 6.49% 30.5% 5.87%
Standard deviation 3.71% 0.254% 1.37% 0.264%
Table 4.6: Control vs. average precision and recall, minor roads
Roads per Precision Standard Recall Standard
iteration (1 km) deviation (1 km) deviation
5 45.4% 3.77% 6.50% 0.238%
10 45.1% 3.69% 6.45% 0.263%
15 45.4% 3.79% 6.52% 0.262%
20 45.4% 3.65% 6.48% 0.252%
Table 4.7: Roads per iteration experiment, NY data
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Roads per Precision Standard Recall Standard
iteration (1 km) deviation (1 km) deviation
5 30.6% 1.31% 5.86% 0.259%
10 30.3% 1.41% 5.85% 0.246%
15 30.5% 1.44% 5.88% 0.278%
20 30.4% 1.33% 5.89% 0.276%
Table 4.8: Roads per iteration experiment, NC data
Maximum Precision Standard Recall Standard
cost (1 km) deviation (1 km) deviation
25 41.3% 2.32% 6.46% 0.247%
50 44.6% 2.50% 6.41% 0.231%
75 46.8% 2.74% 6.52% 0.247%
100 48.6% 2.52% 6.57% 0.265%
Table 4.9: Maximum road cost experiment, NY data
Maximum Precision Standard Recall Standard
cost (1 km) deviation (1 km) deviation
25 29.7% 1.31% 6.02% 0.271%
50 30.2% 1.23% 5.91% 0.255%
75 30.8% 1.24% 5.83% 0.234%
100 31.2% 1.23% 5.71% 0.195%
Table 4.10: Maximum road cost experiment, NC data
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4.3 Discussion
The minimum spanning tree approach for generation of major roads produced
some reasonable results. In most of the New York tests, the system replicated
a significant portion of Interstate 90, the largest road in the region. A number
of other roads also saw similar replication in both the New York and North
Carolina testing regions. Fig. 4.1 demonstrates the similarities between the
major roads generated for the New York/Pennsylvania region and the actual
road network of the area. Fig. 4.2 shows a generated network of roads overlaid
on an actual map of the region obtained from OpenStreetMap [23]. Note the
similarities in the major roads, particularly Interstates 90 and 81. Some of the
minor roads even loosely mimic the real world example despite being randomly
generated.
A similar outcome can be seen in the overlay in Fig. 4.3, a sample network
generated over most of North Carolina and some of South Carolina and Ten-
nessee. Some major roads, such as I-26 and I-77, are closely replicated in some
areas. In other areas, the major roads in the generated map are quite differ-
ent than those in the real map. This is likely caused by the simple population
model employed; the split between major and minor cities is determined solely
by a population threshold.
The RERT approach for generating minor roads created minor road net-
works that were almost universally more interesting than those generated with
the naive approach. An example of this can be seen in Fig. 4.4. Both of these
networks were built on top of the same artificially generated map and set of
cities. The RERT approach can be seen to break up roads into segments that
more closely resemble real life roads.
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(a) Generated
(b) OpenStreetMap
Figure 4.1: Comparison between generated roads and actual
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Figure 4.2: Overlay of generated roads over OpenStreetMap, NY data set
Figure 4.3: Overlay of generated roads over OpenStreetMap, NC data set
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This approach uses only two parameters to build the rapidly exploring ran-
dom tree, but changing these wildly varied the output of the generated minor
roads. Trees with a longer minimum road length tended to generate a smaller
number of long, spaced out roads. Conversely, those with a shorter minimum
length resulted in denser regions of shorter roads. The other parameter con-
trolled the number of roads to generate in each iteration. A larger number here
results in a denser network, while smaller numbers lead to sparse networks.
These parameters combined give the user significant control over the output
without requiring too much tweaking. Examples of this can be seen in sample
networks generated on the North Carolina data set. In Fig. 4.5, the effects of
varying the minimum length are clear. A relatively small minimum length was
used in Fig. 4.5a, making the network much denser than the larger value used
in Fig. 4.5b. In Fig. 4.6, only the number of roads to generate each iteration
was varied. A smaller number created the dense network seen in Fig. 4.6a,
while a larger number created the sparser network in Fig. 4.6b.
The precision and recall results from the major road generation suggested
that the performance of the algorithm depends on the general layout of the
terrain. In a mountainous area like New York, roads are generally built to
conform to valleys and whatever other flat segments may exist in the area. This
characteristic made the slope parameter have more effect on the precision of the
generated roads. Of note, there was also a spike in recall when the maximum
change in slope value was set at 30 meters, as this parameter produced a road
that followed I-90 very closely. In North Carolina, where the terrain is much
flatter, slope changes have less impact on where the roads were built. The
population parameter seemed to have a negligible effect on the precision of the
roads in both data sets, but it seems likely that this is due to the large number
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(a) Naive approach (b) RERT approach
Figure 4.4: Comparison between naive approach and rapidly exploring random
trees
(a) Smaller minimum length (b) Larger minimum length
Figure 4.5: Comparison between small minimum length and large minimum
length
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(a) Smaller number of roads per iteration (b) Larger number of roads per iteration
Figure 4.6: Comparison between small and large number of roads per iteration
of roads being generated away from population centers in these simulations.
If a more sophisticated population model were in place, this parameter would
likely have a stronger positive impact on results.
In minor road generation, using the RERT method with a simple pruning
algorithm performed worse than a naive approach. This is likely due to the
unnatural angles created by the random trees, as they become particularly
pronounced after pruning. However, using no pruning generates far too many
roads and produces a very cluttered map. Using a more intelligent pruning
method would almost certainly improve the precision and recall of the gener-
ated networks.
Varying the number of roads built in a single iteration had no effect on
either data set. This suggests that it is not important to have deep trees of
minor roads as opposed to shallow ones. Visually, the two extremes of this
parameter produce quite similar results. Changing the maximum cost of each
minor road did have an observable impact though, especially in the New York
data set. In both cases, increasing the maximum cost improved precision while
having little effect on recall. Thus it appears that a smaller number of long
roads is more accurate when compared to real world examples than a larger
number of small roads.
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Recall was persistently low across all simulations, as the minor road pruning
method generates significantly fewer roads than are seen in the real world
examples. However, not pruning the minor roads at all would result in a far too
dense map that would look much less convincing. A smarter pruning algorithm
could certainly improve both the precision and recall of these experiments.
4.4 Future Work
In its current form, this method only generates roads for a single large scale.
It could potentially be adapted to provide a full hierarchical road network
model, by starting at the largest scale and progressively zooming in to refine
the previous model. With this method, an entire world of cities could be
efficiently connected by roads with minimal input from a world designer. It
would also be interesting to note if the described population parameters would
have more of a noticeable effect on smaller-scale terrain maps. If the model
took into account existing roads, this could be particularly helpful for plotting
out new roads in a developing area.
The system would also benefit from use of a general population model
instead of being based on connecting cities. In this way, the approach could
first locate major centers of population that should be connected, and do so
in much the same way that the major road approach takes here. The minor
roads could then be constructed based on proximity to the smaller clusters of
population. This could be combined with a more intelligent way of determining
which cities are major and which are minor, as well as some sort of traffic
modeling as an additional cost function to create a more realistic network.
Real world road cities tend to be more connected by the road network than
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those in the networks generated by this system. This could be overcome by
using a GRASP system like that of [15] to determine which major cities to
connect instead of using a minimum spanning tree approach. In the minor
road generation, more connectivity could be created by allowing the system
to select points already on the road instead of just those outside of it. As
discussed in Chapter 1, flow control could also be introduced to help evaluate
and improve the effectiveness of a generated network.
Once the road network is generated, creating a three dimensional model
could work exactly like the clothoid spline method used in [19].
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Appendices
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A Code
A.1 Shortest Path
/∗∗
∗ Generates the s ho r t e s t path between two po in t s .
∗ Modif ied form o f the A∗ a lgor i thm found on Wikipedia .
∗
∗ i sMajor − t rue i f a major road should be generated , f a l s e i f minor
∗ useMinRoad − t rue i f us ing the minimum road va r i ab l e to prune expens ive ←↩
roads
∗
∗ Requires minRoadCost , a s t a t i c thread−s a f e v a r i a b l e
∗/
p r i va t e Road ShortestPath ( Point source , Point goal , bool isMajor , bool ←↩
useMinRoad ) {
// I f the s t r a i g h t l i n e d i s t anc e i s g r e a t e r than the e x i s t i n g minimum ,
// there ' s no reason to go through a l l t h i s setup
i f ( useMinRoad && Distance ( source , goal ) ∗DistanceWeight > Thread .←↩
VolatileRead ( r e f minRoadCost ) ) {
r e turn new Road ( ) ;
}
Dictionary<Point , Point> predecessors = new Dictionary<Point , Point>() ;
Dictionary<Point , double> g_score = new Dictionary<Point , double >() ;
Dictionary<Point , double> h_score = new Dictionary<Point , double >() ;
PriorityQueue<Point> pq = new PriorityQueue<Point>() ;
g_score [ source ] = 0 ;
h_score [ source ] = Distance ( source , goal ) ;
pq . Enqueue ( h_score [ source ] , source ) ;
// A∗
whi le ( pq . Count > 0) {
KeyValuePair<double , Point> top = pq . Dequeue ( ) ;
// shor t cut out i f t h i s i s n ' t going anywhere
i f ( top . Key == Double . PositiveInfinity
| | top . Key > Thread . VolatileRead ( r e f minRoadCost )
| | top . Value . Equals ( goal ) ) break ;
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f o r each ( Point p in MaskPoints ( top . Value ) ) {
GridInfo gi = grid [ p . X , p . Y ] ;
i f ( ! pq . Contains ( p ) ) pq . Enqueue ( Double . PositiveInfinity , p ) ;
i f ( ! g_score . ContainsKey ( p ) | | g_score [ top . Value ] +
Cost ( grid [ top . Value . X , top . Value . Y ] , gi ) < g_score [ p ] ) {
predecessors [ gi . Location ] = top . Value ;
g_score [ p ] = g_score [ top . Value ] + Cost ( grid [ top . Value . X , top . Value . Y←↩
] , gi ) ;
h_score [ p ] = Distance ( gi . Location , goal ) ;
pq . ChangePriority (p , g_score [ p ] + h_score [ p ] ) ;
}
}
}
// re turn i n f i n i t e road co s t
i f ( ! predecessors . ContainsKey ( goal ) ) r e turn new Road ( ) ;
// e l s e r e c on s t ru c t path
List<Point> path = new List<Point>() ;
path . Add ( goal ) ;
Point current = goal ;
whi l e ( ! current . Equals ( source ) ) {
current = predecessors [ current ] ;
path . Insert (0 , current ) ;
}
double cost = 0 ;
f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < path . Count − 1 ; i++) {
cost += Cost ( grid [ path [ i ] . X , path [ i ] . Y ] , grid [ path [ i + 1 ] . X , path [ i + ←↩
1 ] . Y ] ) ;
}
i f ( useMinRoad ) {
i f ( cost >= Thread . VolatileRead ( r e f minRoadCost ) ) r e turn new Road ( ) ;
Thread . VolatileWrite ( r e f minRoadCost , cost ) ;
}
r e turn new Road ( path , isMajor , cost ) ;
}
A.2 Minimum Spanning Tree
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pub l i c void MinimumSpanningTree ( ) {
List<City> major = cities . Where ( n => n . IsMajor ) . ToList<City>() ;
List<City> taken = new List<City>() ;
List<KeyValuePair<Point , City>> mst = new List<KeyValuePair<Point , City←↩
>>() ;
i f ( major . Count == 0) return ;
// s e l e c t the c i t y c l o s e s t to any other as our s t a r t
City current = major . SelectMany ( x => major
. Select ( y => new KeyValuePair<City , City>(x , y ) ) )
. Where ( x => ! x . Key . Equals ( x . Value ) )
. OrderBy ( x => Distance ( x . Key . Location , x . Value . Location ) )
. First ( ) . Key ;
Console . WriteLine ( ” Sta r t c i t y i s {0}” , current . Name ) ;
major . Remove ( current ) ;
taken . Add ( current ) ;
whi l e ( major . Count > 0) {
Console . WriteLine ( ”{0} major c i t i e s l e f t . . . ” , major . Count ) ;
minRoadCost = Double . PositiveInfinity ;
Road minRoad = taken . Select ( x => x . Location )
. Concat ( roads . SelectMany ( x => x . Path ) )
. SelectMany ( x => major
. Select ( y => new KeyValuePair<Point , City>(x , y ) ) )
. AsParallel ( ) . OrderBy ( x => Distance ( x . Key , x . Value . Location ) )
. AsParallel ( ) . Select ( x => ShortestPath ( x . Key , x . Value . Location←↩
) )
. AsParallel ( ) . OrderBy ( r => r . Cost ) . First ( ) ;
minRoad . EndPoint = major
. Where ( x => x . Location . Equals ( minRoad . Path [ minRoad . Path . Count − 1 ] ) )
. First ( ) ;
i f ( taken . Any ( x => x . Location . Equals ( minRoad . Path [ 0 ] ) ) ) {
minRoad . StartPoint = taken . Where ( x => x . Location . Equals ( minRoad . Path←↩
[ 0 ] ) )
. First ( ) ;
} e l s e {
minRoad . StartPoint = roads . Where ( x => x . Path . Contains ( minRoad . Path [ 0 ] )←↩
)
. First ( ) ;
}
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major . Remove ( ( City ) minRoad . EndPoint ) ;
taken . Add ( ( City ) minRoad . EndPoint ) ;
minRoad . Finalized = true ;
roads . Add ( minRoad ) ;
cities . Where ( x => ! x . IsMajor &&
minRoad . FilledInPath . Any ( y => x . Location . Equals ( y ) ) )
. ToList ( ) . ForEach ( x => x . IsConnected = true ) ;
}
}
A.3 Rapidly Exploring Random Tree
pub l i c void RERT ( double maxCost , i n t numRoads ) {
Console . WriteLine ( ”{0} c i t i e s a l r eady connected ” ,
cities . Where ( x => ! x . IsMajor && x . IsConnected ) . Count ( ) ) ;
List<City> minor = cities . Where ( x => ! x . IsMajor && ! x . IsConnected ) . ToList←↩
( ) ;
List<Road> candidateRoads = new List<Road>() ;
whi l e ( minor . Count > 0) {
Console . WriteLine ( ”{0} minor c i t i e s l e f t ” , minor . Count ) ;
bool modified = f a l s e ;
List<City> toRemove = new List<City>() ;
f o r each ( City c in minor ) {
minRoadCost = maxCost ;
// attempt to connect d i r e c t l y to cur rent roads
Road minRoad = roads . SelectMany ( x => x . Path )
. Concat ( candidateRoads . SelectMany ( x => x . Path ) )
. OrderBy ( x => Distance ( c . Location , x ) )
. AsParallel ( ) . Select ( x => ShortestPath (x , c . Location , f a l s e )←↩
)
. AsParallel ( ) . OrderBy ( r => r . Cost ) . First ( ) ;
i f ( minRoad != nu l l && minRoad . Cost < maxCost ) {
minRoad . EndPoint = c ;
i f ( cities . Any ( x => x . Location . Equals ( minRoad . Path [ 0 ] ) ) ) {
minRoad . StartPoint = cities
. Where ( x => x . Location . Equals ( minRoad . Path [ 0 ] ) ) . First ( ) ;
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} e l s e {
// f i nd the roads that connect t h i s one to the main network
Road connect = roads . Concat ( candidateRoads )
. Where ( x => x . Path . Contains ( minRoad . Path [ 0 ] ) )
. First ( ) ;
i f ( ! connect . IsMajor && ! connect . Finalized ) {
connect . Finalized = true ;
i f ( ! connect . StartPoint . IsCity ( ) ) {
Road current = ( Road ) connect . StartPoint ;
whi l e ( current != nu l l && ! current . IsMajor && ! current .←↩
Finalized ) {
current . Finalized = true ;
candidateRoads . Remove ( current ) ;
roads . Add ( current ) ;
i f ( current . StartPoint . IsCity ( ) ) break ;
current = ( Road ) current . StartPoint ;
}
}
}
candidateRoads . Remove ( connect ) ;
roads . Add ( connect ) ;
minRoad . EndPoint = connect ;
}
minRoad . Finalized = true ;
roads . Add ( minRoad ) ;
toRemove . Add ( c ) ;
modified = true ;
}
}
toRemove . ForEach ( x => minor . Remove ( x ) ) ;
i f ( ! modified ) {
// add some random roads
f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < numRoads ; i++) {
Point randP = new Point ( rand . Next ( width ) , rand . Next ( length ) ) ;
// ensure t h i s endpoint i s n ' t on an e x i s t i n g part
// o f the road or another c i ty , or in water
i f ( cities . Any ( x => x . Location . Equals ( randP ) ) | |
roads . SelectMany ( x => x . FilledInPath ) . Any ( x => x . Equals ( randP ) ) ←↩
| |
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grid [ randP . X , randP . Y ] . WaterHeight > 0) {
i−−;
cont inue ;
}
minRoadCost = maxCost ;
Road minRoad = roads . SelectMany ( x => x . Path )
. Concat ( candidateRoads . SelectMany ( x => x . Path ) )
. OrderBy ( x => Distance ( randP , x ) )
. AsParallel ( ) . Select ( x => ShortestPath (x , randP , f a l s e ) )
. AsParallel ( ) . OrderBy ( r => r . Cost ) . First ( ) ;
// make sure they f a l l with in our bounds
i f ( minRoad != nu l l && minRoad . Cost < maxCost ) {
i f ( cities . Any ( x => x . Location . Equals ( minRoad . Path [ 0 ] ) ) ) {
minRoad . StartPoint = cities
. Where ( x => x . Location . Equals ( minRoad . Path [ 0 ] ) ) . First ( ) ;
} e l s e {
minRoad . StartPoint = roads . Concat ( candidateRoads )
. Where ( x => x . Path . Contains ( minRoad . Path [ 0 ] ) )
. First ( ) ;
}
candidateRoads . Add ( minRoad ) ;
}
}
}
}
// add any remaining roads to the network ,
// these w i l l appear in the unpruned r e s u l t s
candidateRoads . Where ( x => ! roads . Contains ( x ) )
. ToList ( ) . ForEach ( x => roads . Add ( x ) ) ;
}
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